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Published in 1938, the CPSU (B) party history was officially 

attributed to an anonymous central committee editing commission. A 

new edition of what was universally referred to as the Short Course 

comes from Yale University Press. Edited by the historians David 

Brandenberger and Mikhail Zelenov, initially under the suggestive 

title Stalin's Catechism, to provide “A Critical Edition of the Short 

Course on the Communist Party of the Soviet Union”. 

Brandenberger and Zelenov have worked in the archives to 

reconstruct the original draft of the most widely disseminated communist text in Stalin's time 

and compares the draft with the edited text published as the authoritative history of the Party. 

It illustrates the deletions and marginalia additions contributed in Stalin’s true role as editor. 

Such editorial intervention that were included in the final printed edition are discussed more 

fully in the introduction by David Brandenberger and Mikhail Zelenov.i It substantiates the 

attribution of Stalin as “author”, a judgement that saw the Short Course included as a volume 

in the series of Stalin’s Works.ii 

 

 



The original draft was produced by a team of Soviet historians led by Temelyan Yaroslavsky 

and Pyotr Pospelov. Together they produced an 800-page typescript, which they presented to 

Stalin late in 1937. His initial response will be familiar to anyone who has worked with an 

editor: "Make it twice as short." They did: with great difficulty, in record time, and without 

complaint. 

David Brandenberger assessment was that “the manuscript that landed on Stalin’s desk for 

editing at the height of the purges in 1938 was not only bloated and plodding, but strikingly 

under-theorized. It was Stalin’s red pencil and editorial interventions - something which 

ultimately affected about 40% of the book - that gave the Short Course its clear sense of 

vision and economical, internally-consistent narrative.” 

Still there is the underestimation of the editorial persona iii; Holly Case, an associate professor 

of history at Cornell University, remarks in her review that: 

“Stalin always seemed to have a blue pencil on hand, and 

many of the ways he used it stand in direct contrast to 

common assumptions about his person and thoughts. He 

edited ideology out or played it down, cut references to 

himself and his achievements, and even exhibited 

flexibility of mind, reversing some of his own prior 

edits.”iv   

When Stalin received the pared-down manuscript, he still 

was not pleased: Stalin’s interpolations in this critical 

edition are represented in italics; his excisions are rendered 

in strikeout. During his revolutionary apprenticeship, 

Stalin became an editor, working at two papers in Baku 

and then as editor of the first Bolshevik daily, Pravda. He 

was a propagandist, promoting ideas. As an editor of the 

Short Course, again he thought about his audience and 

welding his blue pencil he retained that objective.  

Of the 12 chapters of the Short Course, Stalin wrote to its authors after receiving the 

manuscript, "it turned out to be necessary to fundamentally revise 11 of them." It is 

misleading to think that his primary addition to the Short Course was a long section on the 

philosophy of dialectical materialism. The narrative was shaped in the editing, structured 

around a handful of key themes, the emphasis given to ideas and the agency of the Party. The 

evidence is that at the height of the purges and Moscow Trials, Stalin rewrote to deprioritise 

the struggle with the opposition in order to highlight other themes such as the construction of 

socialism in one country. Stressing the vanguard nature of the Bolshevik Party, and its agency 

in the revolution, he reduced the movement’s reliance on the worker-peasant masses, the 

national issues in Tsarist Russia he had spoken out on and the international context and 

factors that help shape the Russian movement. 

 Stalin, concerned about the clarity of writing, struck out huge amount of detail, lengthy 

digressions and entire subsections from the draft provided by Yaroslavsky and Pospelov’s 

commission. Vadim Staklo of  Yale’s Stalin Digital Archive expressed a common academic 

position: 

“Perhaps surprisingly-given his stupendous personality cult — Stalin frequently cut out 

laudatory comments referring to him, preferring instead to emphasize his role as a pure agent 
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of history — an attitude much more in line with Marxist theory. Not only that, “He had a very 

clear understanding of what he wanted. He simplified the text for the not so sophisticated 

readers — he was a great populariser.”   

Observations repeated by David Brandenberger, 

“One of the most fascinating aspects of Stalin’s editing of the Short Course turns out to be the 

vast amounts of biographical and celebratory detail about himself that he excised from the 

volume in 1938. Apparently, he was neither single-minded nor mercenary in his advancement 

of the cult.” As if to offer the ultimate confirmation of this claim, he cut most references to 

himself reducing his own role in the historical narrative. 

“These colossal achievements were attained ... thanks to the bold, 

revolutionary and wise policy of Comrade Stalin the Party and the 

Government.” 

 

Stalin had removed so much about himself that Pospelov wrote to him in August 1938 

protesting at the scale of the deletions. Yet famously Khrushchev’s condemnation included, 

not altogether accurate references to Short Course. 

“Does this book correctly depict the party's efforts in the socialist transformation of our 

country? ... No—the book speaks principally about Stalin, about his speeches and about his 

reports. Everything is tied to his name without the smallest exception.”  

This contention was accepted by Western and domestic critics of Stalin. 

Holly Case observed that “Once it was published, some party cadres complained that the 

Short Course was too obtuse. Where were the heroes, where was the Soviet motherland, 

indeed where was Stalin?” He had cut the cast of characters by half, diminishing the 

significance of both heroes and villains. Stalin welding his editorial blue pencil over the 

drafts of The Short Course recalibrated the draft away from a history of heroic individuals in 

to an ideological weapon focusing on the struggle of ideas. His editing removed, not only 

individuals but removed or downplayed what had been attributed by the commission authors 

to his own role. The Short Course, under Stalin’s guidance, is more of a history of the 

Bolshevik party and Soviet state than an autobiography of himself. 

On the obvious Personality Cult that surrounded the General Secretary, it is argued that it was 

intended to serve an instrumental, mobilisational purpose, with Stalin’s role in Soviet mass 

propaganda to personify the party vanguard that was to lead the USSR forward to socialism. 

However there are too numerous examples of  Stalin (as with Mao) the person being praised 

for his attributes, his leadership and wisdom to dismiss its occurrences as simply a 

mechanism of connecting with the masses not yet able to grasp unadulterated Marxism-

Leninism. The subjective feeling of the object of such hagiographic commentary pales in the 

social significance of the phenomenon. 

Evidently, the Short Course was edited with self-study in mind, the independent study of 

Marxism-Leninism, rather than bureaucratic over-organization of this work, conversation and 

friendly debate, and not school-like methods in Party education, specifically criticised in “On 

the formulation of party propaganda” 

“….. Within little over a year, the old networks of study circles and ad hoc courses re-

emerged, "complemented," Brandenberger and Zelenov write "by dozens of improvised 

auxiliary texts and readers published in the provinces," all for the purpose of illuminating the 



Short Course. This grass-roots revision of Stalin's plan meant the return of heroes to the story 

of the party's evolution, and a tenacious clinging to the Stalin personality cult.” 

Short Course helped to frame the ideological weaponry of the Party and state. The 

introduction to the 1939 English language edition stated, 

“The study of the history of the C.P.S.U. (B.), the history of the struggle of our Party against 

all enemies of Marxism-Leninism, against all enemies of the working people, helps us to 

master Bolshevism and sharpens our political vigilance. 

The study of the heroic history of the Bolshevik Party arms us with a knowledge of the laws 

of social development and of the political struggle, with a knowledge of the motive forces of 

revolution.” 

If we rewrite the past to better understand the present, this “critical edition” of The Short 

Course tells us little about the rise of revisionism that came to dominate the CPSU. Our 

approach today should regard it as a partial account. It should not be the only History you 

read – since its publication new evidence has surfaced. It is a victor’s account, and in its 

broad outline frames the line struggles within the party. However it excludes the important 

context and counter influences, the struggle outside of the metropolitan, the nationalities and 

changing class composition, the international environment and the expectation placed upon 

the first attempt at building a socialist orientated society. 

 A Resolution of the Central Committee of the CPSU (b) of November 1938 stated:  

"... the party received a new powerful ideological weapon of Bolshevism, the encyclopedia of 

the basic knowledge of Marxism - Leninism. It outlines and summarizes the huge experience 

of the Communist Party, which had no equal and which no party in the world has. "Short 

course” is an essential tool in solving the problem of mastering Bolshevism, arming members 

of the party with Marxist-Leninist theory, i.e. knowledge of the laws of social development 

and political struggle, a means of raising political vigilance by the party and the Bolsheviks, a 

means of raising the matter of propaganda of Marxism-Leninism onto the appropriate 

theoretical level.” v 

 

 

Various contemporary editions published in the West. 

It became mandatory reading and the statistics for the printing and distribution of Short 

Course dwarf the best sellers list: Until Stalin's death in March 1953, the Short Course was 

reprinted 301 times and had 42,816,000 copies issued in Russian alone. In addition to that, it 

was translated to 66 other languages As of October 1952, "Short Course" in foreign countries 

was published in more than 11 million copies.vi 



Yale’s new edition won’t reach those heights but provides an opportunity to see what text 

might have been without the editorial improvements. 
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ii Adapted from Michael Harrison on Stalin’s Works 
It was after World War 2 that the plan to publish a total of 16 volumes of the writings of JV Stalin, to collate all 
of his works in a chronological manner, was completed in the various languages of the Soviet Union. The 
‘official’ collection published in Moscow by the Foreign Languages Publishing House between 1952 and 1955, 
stopped at Volume 13 but that left three volumes not available in English – or other non-Soviet languages. 13 
Volumes of the Works were completed in English prior to the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU in 1956. The 
dummy of Volume 14 had been printed prior to this event and the publication of the volume was announced 
before the Closed Speech. It was not to be printed. The Soviet archives show that preparatory work had also 
begun for volumes 15-17 of the Works of Stalin. One of those three, Volume 14 was due to cover the period 
1934-1940, Vol.15, was to be the 1939 first edition History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(Bolsheviks), and Volume 16 was to be a series of documents related to the Great Patriotic War – speeches, 
Orders of the Day, addresses to the people, etc. 
 
In the early 1970s, and according to Michael Harrison, funded by Greek Marxist-Leninists at the time, Volumes 
1-13 were reproduced by a Red Star Press, a publishing house based in London. 
 “They didn’t follow the original, Soviet plan. Volumes 14-16 contain a collection of writings, speeches, 
messages, orders and reports from 1934-1952 – but many of these documents were short and an invaluable 
resource for historians but lack depth for a greater understanding of the decisions made and the policy 
direction in the Soviet Union at the time. One volume (17) contained the correspondence between Stalin and 
the US Presidents and UK Prime Ministers he had to deal with during the Great Patriotic War. Volume 18 
reproduced the original 1939 FLPH edition of the History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(Bolsheviks)”. 
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Red Star Press drew upon the 17 volume German edition of Stalin's Works as published by the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of Germany (Marxist-Leninist), and also of the French edition published by 
"Nouveau Bureau d'Edition", Paris. 
 
The editors at Revolutionary Democracy.org noted that  
Separate from these endeavours communists in Albania and Spain independently compiled 14 volumes in their 
languages. After the fall of the USSR volumes 14 to 18 have been published in Russian and more were under 
preparation under the editorship of Prof. Richard Kosalapov. In the United States, Volumes 14 to 16 were 
published in Russian from Stanford based upon the official Soviet publications. Volumes 14-16 Works of Stalin 
began to be published in Greek in 2004. 
 
iii Amongst others, Trotsky had put down Stalin as “an ignoramus. This, however, was a mistake, Stalin was an 
indefatigable reader, with an estimated norm of five hundred pages a day, covering history,  sociology, 
economics, and Russian literature – classical and contemporary – as well as contemporary affairs. He followed 
the periodical press in Russian (both local and émigré) and had important publications in European languages 
translated.”  Sheila Fitzpatrick (2015) On Stalin's Team: The Years of Living Dangerously in Soviet Politics. 
Princeton University Press p106 
 
In the early 2000s much of Stalin’s personal archive was being opened to scholars. Dr. Vadim Staklo, who led 
the digitization of program for Yale University Press, said there was the issue of practicality. Yale University 
Press and the Russian State Archive for Social and Political History undertook digitizing Stalin’s personal 
archive, consisting of thousands of documents, letters, and books that passed through the Soviet leader’s 
hands. Selling the product, they said “Obviously, because he was a dictator, everything of importance came 
across his desk.” 
 “There are close to 40,000 items in Stalin’s archive. Many of them are not documents but objects — gifts to 
Stalin. Then there are lots of telegrams of condolence on his death, and also telegrams of congratulation on his 
70th birthday. We haven’t scanned those. However we have scanned all the documents that he wrote, read, or 
touched, including those that he annotated or initialed: basically, everything that went through his secretariat. 
We are also scanning all the books in his library in which he wrote margin notes, which is between 300 and 400 
titles. The total number of documents to be digitized is about 28,000, or over 400,000 pages.” 
 
iv The Tyrant as Editor October 7, 2013 
 
v "On the formulation of party propaganda in connection with the issuance of the Short course of the history of 
the CPSU (b)" 
 
vi Wikepedia & I.T. Shekhovtsov, historian and propagandist, Kharkov. THE BOOK THAT SHARED THE FATE OF 
STALIN "A Short Course of the History of the CPSU (b)”. http://aucpbenglishwebsite.blogspot.com  No 3 (84) 
MARCH 2010 
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